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• Sexual Harassment: Counting the Cost 
by Tom Gregg 
Our "Comment" poll on sexual 
harassment brought in only a few 
replies. It did, however, supply us 
with a clear indication that we have a 
problem at B.S.C. Until I read what 
a woman had to say about her expe-
rience of sexual harassment I did 
not fully understand the humiliation 
and terror of such a situation. So 
before I continue with this article I 
would like to say on behalf of "The 
Comment" Staff that we are grateful 
to the women who took their cour-
age in their hands and told us their 
stories. 
This series was not conceived as a 
witch hunt. It is not our intention to 
suggest that the college or any of its 
organs would ever think of condon-
ing sexual harassment. Nor can we 
say, considering the small response 
to our poll, that a majority of the 
women at B.S.C. consider sexual 
harassment to be a major problem 
on campus. There is no evidence to 
support such a claim, and I do not 
intend to advance one in this article. 
No names were given to us, and only 
one department was specifically 
mentioned. There is no way of judg-
ing the sincerity qf the r~plies except 
through instinct. I h~ve read them 
and it is my opinion that they come 
from the hearts of those who sent 
them in. But I cannot know for 
certain. 
What we have is a small sample of 
human tragedy. One young woman 
described how she was harassed 
and raped (her term) by a couple of 
male students. Another told us that 
she had taken to prostituting herself 
in order to raise money for school. 
A third explained how she had been 
presslilred into exchanging sex for 
. good grades. She went on to 
remark that she had become con-
vinced that the only way for a. 
,woman· to make her way in the 
world is by "selling her body." 
All of this sounds lurid and per-
haps it is. It would certainly be easy 
to find excuses, to suppose that the 
women who wrote these things 
"asked for it", as the term goes. But 
I cannot believe that, and I advise all 
of you to follow my lead. These 
women had something horrible 
·happen to them--it is as simple as 
that. There is no excuse. There are 
no ifs, ands or buts. These women 
were violated by men·-the circum-
stances var·y but the end result, it 
seems to me, remains the same. 
The episode of prostitution is a 
case in point. Can we really sup-
pose that the woman concerned -
came to a private, logical decision 
that her body provided a ready form 
of financial aid? That would be the 
simple way of disposing of the mat-
ter. But she indicated on the poll 
form that she "had" been sexually 





{The following note came to us attached to a Poll form. We leave an 
evaluation of its sincerity to our readers. Two minor deletions have been made to prevent any possible identification of the person or 
persons involved.) 
"'I wouh;l like to add some other things to what I said on the form. I've 
been harassed by professors in different departments besides my major; 
I gave in because they made me feel that a woman has a hard time getting 
through school on her own. I've got a job after I graduate and I'll probably 
have t0 sleep around to get ahead. Your articles didn't tell what it's like to 
have to sell your body just because you want to succeed." 
(Other women had interesting things to say. here are a few more of their 
remarks. We again remind read.ers that The Comment has no way of 
checking on these claims. We present them here because we feel that 
they indicate that sexual harassment is a problem. at B.S. C. --as indeed it 
.is all over the country.) 
'1 think the guys on this' campus. are near the. bottom of the barrel. 
They know they can (and do) get whatever they want from most girls and 
assume the rest of us are that way, too.· It's sickening.» 
"I do not know how far you go for it to be .considered sexual harassment. 
But I was sexually abused by two men (if that's what we call them) .. .I 
consider what they did Rape." 
(One woman who answered that she had been sexually harassed, said 
th(:lt money had been offered in eM~hange for sex and co1J1mented: "/ 
feel that this. is a good way to get mon~v for my education. j 
opinion,' of course) that she was 
making the best of a very bad 
situation. 
The costs of sexual harassment 
have to· be cpunted on a personal· 
level. Statistics cannot tell the story. 
A woman at this school has said 
that she agreed to sex in exchange 
for grades. I cannot honestly claim 
that I share her sense of degradation 
and loss. It is all there in the few 
bitter words of the note she att-
ached to the poll form, but a portion 
of it must remain a mystery to.those 
of us, men and women alike, who 
have never had to endure such an 
experience. But I do feel outraged, 
having now gained some insight of 
the personal dimension of the sex-
ual harassment issue, and I also feel 
very sad that such a thing has hap-
pened among the people I associate 
with every day. This woman has 
borne witness before me, and so 
turned an interesting news story 
into a personal experience. You 
should all have a similar chance to 
understand what the dry term sex· 
ual harassment means. For that 
reason, the "'Comment" is also print-
ing. the note she sent to us~ It is 
complete except for some minor 
deletions, made to protect the iden-
tity of the persons involved in the 
incidents she referred to. Read it, 
and think about it hard. 
Stepping Lightly at Boyden 
by Gil Bliss 
Walking by the million-dollar renovation project at Boyden Hall, you 
may have noticed that the steps in front seem to be constantly in a state 
of change. Long nights at the Rathskellar aside, it's not your imagination. 
In fact, portions of the steps have been torn up three times. Typical 
State mismanagement, you say, wasteful spending of student dollars! 
Not really, the contractor of t~e project is responsible for prqviding an 
acceptable job in all phases of the construction, including the front steps. 
Turning to reasons for tearing up the steps, the contractor originally 
should have taken down the first 1·1/2 inches ofresurfacing, but decided 
.t9 remove the ~ntire structure.and. start anew.· The farms holdirig•the 
wet concrete could not stand the pressure and split open, causing 
~~~·~~ . ' 
After unsuccessful attempts to patch it, the area was ripped up again 
and repoured. This occurred earlier in the .spring, with the steps being 
poured in three sections rather than one. This time, the contractor was 
, dissatisfied with the middle section, and he recently repaired just the . 
middle part. Whether or not this i~ now acceptable remains to be seen. 
The project is controlled by the Bureau of Building Construction, under 
the· Executive Office of Administration and Finance. The site is 
inspected o/eekly, at least, many times more often. The building project 
itself, is prese~tly not open to the public. · . 
World Premiere at BSC-
The World Premiere of" A Play of play is an often' humorous look at 
Our Own"' by Steve Baldwin opens ·love, . education, personal growth, 
this week on May 7, 8, and 9 at 8 • self-image filtered through the eyes 
p.m. in the S.U. Auditorium. There of a 15-year old hard-of-hearing girl, 
are over 3 ,000 colleges and universi- played by Carolyn O'Neil, whose 
ties in this country with some type of parents are going through a divorce. 
theatre activity. Bridgewater State This girl has to make a decision as 
College is the first in the east to what high school she should go 
(second in the whole country) to to. Her decision is complicated by 
·.attempt a play whose subject matter the conflicting opinions of her par-
includes deafness and deaf charac- · ents, her deaf mother (played by 
ters. In addition, the approach is deaf actress Jean Oulette, Denise 
total communication with 1.the Cormier, Michael Riccardi, .Daniel 
• audience (without ex~ernal interpre~ Ornelask, Karl Weidergott, Donald 
ter for either c;leaf of hearing). The 
Baillargeon, Roger Dickinson, and 
John Plausse. The issues this play 
brings up are current controversies 
such as mainstreaming. Dr. Steve 
Levine, director of the play and 
theatre arts professor at B.S. C. says 
that #we're bridging a gap, breaking 
fresh ground, and I believe the 
results will be quite signifi<:ant."' 
Tickets are on sale now in front of 
the bookstore or they can be bought 
at the SU box office on the night of 
the show. They are $2.00 for stu-
dents and $3.00 for the public. · 
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HONORS DAY 
""" ...... 
Bill Mullen (second from tight) poses with President Ron· 
dileau (right), and Frank Sherry, Chairman of the Col· 
lege's Board of Trustees. Bill won the Lincoln Company 
Scholarship and an Alumni Leadership Award. 
,_ 
Honors Day was held on Sunday, May 13 in the Ballroom. The awards 
were presented by President Rondileau. The awards and recipients are 
as follows: 
Afro-American Award 
Tracy A. Ellis 
Gladys L Allen Scholarship 
L~nn Townsend 
Alumni Student Leadership Awards 
David F. Hayes 
Elizabeth A Jones 
Vivien Marx 
William G. Mullen, III 
David A. Munroe 
Kathleen L. Quinn 
Nina S. Roberts 
Jane M. Walsh 
Art Key Award 
Barbara May 
Beatrice Bouchard Award 
Margaret L·. Arnold 
Jaimie B. Elkins 
The Mary Isabel Caldwell Award 
Kim G. Tolley 
Julia C. Carter Award 
Eileen M. Hurley 
Centennial Class Award in History 
Cynthia A. Robinson 
Elizabeth Hollis Award 
Louise C. Poirier 
Lester Houston Memorial Scholarship 
Paula Donnelly 
Kappa Delta Pi Society Scholarship 
Maureen Connolly 
T. Leonard Kelly Award in Physical Science 
Deborah A. Brennan 
The Stephen G. Laskoff Memorial Scholarship 
Chris D. Keesecher • 
The Lincoln Scholarship 
William G. Mullen, III 
Mathematics Award 
Tamara Puckett 
The Frederick A. Meier Secondary.Education Award 
Maria R. Perry 
Dr. Mary J. Moriarty Award 
Kathleen E. McSweeney 
Omega Iota Phi Sorority Scholarship 
Helma V. Freel 
Political Science Graduation Award 
Michael J. Mason 
S. Elizabeth Pope Award 
Gina R. Ferron 
Choral Society Senior Leadership Award 
A. Lee Pina 
Nicole Prince Memorial Award 
Lynn R. Haffner 
The Comment Senior Leadership Award' 
Joseph M. McDonald 
Martin T. ·Rizzo Memorial Award 
Nina S. Roberts 
Dr. Henry Rosen Award 
Edward J. Murray 
Edith G. Shoolman Award 
Jeanne A. Lima 
Senior Spanish Award 
Maria R. Perry 
President Rondileau poses with family of Mrs. Sally 
Hopfner (third from right). Mrs. Hopfner won Katherine 
Hill Prize for Excellence in Literature. 
Delta· Kappa Gamma Award 
Jane E. Sullivan 
Rita Dziergowski Memorial Fui:id 
Nancy M. Rivemider 
Early Childhd'od Education Award 
Donna D. Johnson 
Elementary Key Award 
Marybeth Shannon 
Edward G. Elias Scholarship 
Carolyn M. Cobb 
Roberta Silberzweig 
Martha P. Askew 
Senior French Award 
Laura M. Holland 
Susan Kinsella 
Ellen M. Shea Award 
Mary Elizabeth Yakimowski 
Louis Carmel Stearns Award in Botany 
Catherine M. Lawrence 
Student Government Association Leader,ship .Award · 
Keith J. Benoit 
David A. Monroe 
e(~~ ~~~ .~ ..........  ··· ·• ·• .. · ··" · ·· · ·•· ·MAY IO The J1tdith Glynn Memorial Drama Award Dr. William G. Vinal Award Vivien Marx Henry F. Werner Scholarship Patrida A Terrasi '•· pc~~&te14J<.8aill~~<JP M. Katherine Hm Pnze 
•••••••••••••• Sally Hopfner 
Letters to the Editor 
To the Editor: 
I have followed closely all of the 
letters that have been written since 
the article in the "No Commenr 
was printed, and I must say that the 
entire situation has me very ·dis-
turbed. I hope you will print my 
letter because I think what I have to 
say has a message for everyone .. 
First of all, I think it is a crime that 
sexuality on this campus has been 
exploited. Almost·an of the conver: 
sation I hear about gays is filled with 
exaggerations, lies and stereotypi-
. •cal nonsense .. There has been a lot 
of namecalJing, fighting, and cliques. 
People are so ready to Point fingers 
at others that 9ften those people 
who have been labelled gay are not. 
To the Editor: 
Just a word in response to the 
"new" topic of conversation on cam-
pus. I've been waiting four years for 
this to blossom. Maybe some posi· 
tive action will come from all this 
chatter. 
l've been accused by "Christians" 
that I'm possessed, told by "friends" 
I make.them ill. 
lt's · beyond my comprehension 
how you cah be loved and respected 
one minute and . dismissded when 
"found-out". JACKSH~-. 
Simply because T chose to love 
women doesn't make me less a per.: 
son; It; s time peqple stopped worry· . 
ing about the gay's personal life. 
You see, we don't care who you 
"straight" people chose to love. 
We happen to be the majority· 
here at Bridgewater (nearly 75% stu· 
dent body, 10% faculty, and that's 
not just P.E. either! Surprise! 
Every other college in MA knows 
it. Don't you think it's time for an 
adjustment? · 
Signed, 
One Among Millions 
I would like to say a few things to 
the gays on campus. People find it 
hard to accepx.c thinss that they do · 
not know much about or· do not 
understand. Homosexuality, to a 
heterosexual person, c~n · be very 
frightening. It is especfadly frighten-
ing here because most of the gays 
are very sure of their own homosex-
. uality. ·Society has paint~d ~strange 
portrait of gays; the hand gesttires, 
the walk, the clothing, andth\? voice. 
For a straight person who finds out 
a friend is gay, acceptance may 
TO: Gay and Searching for .the 
Rainbow 
What's the meaning of you put-
ting the black lace in with religious 
sects. If you are going to talk about 
religions then do so, if you are going 
to talk about races then do so. 
Don't make the mistake of mixing a 
race with religions; or just using one 
race it looks very racial. That was 
your biggest mistake. your next 
was to assume that "normal life" 
consists of frat parties1sleeping with 
the entire campus, doing drugs and 
beating up people. That was a great 
misunderstanding on y.our behalf. 
Are you really comfortably stuffed in 
a closet with coat hangers coming 
out of your. ears. If you are the 
Christian you claim to be, why don't 
you put your energies into fighting 
the real battle, the temptations .of 
Satan. For the rest of you who corri-' 
mented to the "Straight and Sick of 
Being Condemned for It" artciel, a 
word from · the wise--nothing too 
much comes free, in this world, an 
alcoholic has to work at overcoming 
his problems, and so does a gay. 
Admit that you have a problem and 
then work at overcoming it. Yes, 
the problem is sickness. 
My-Side 
come slow. Unfortunately, a lot of 
heterosexuals think that a homo-
sexual friend will make them gay. 
Until a gay person shows the 
straight person that the gay stereo-
type is not always true, the straight 
person will continut' to believe what 
society has taught him. It is up to 
the gays to build their own accep-
tance by showing the straight peo-
ple that you are only different 
sexually. Some people are waiting 
· for you to show them that, although 
you are homosexual, you are still 
good people . 
I would also like to point out that 
acceptance goes both ways. Sadly 
enough I detected a hint of sarcasm 
and bitterness toward straights in 
the letter written by "Gay ans 
searching for the rainbow". As oth-
ers have stereotyped you, you have 
also stereotyped heterosexuality 
(sleeping with the entire frat).· Com-
ments like that one may only help to 
turn straights against you, and sup-
posedly, that is not what you want. I 
have tried to be your friend, yet 
sometimes, because· I ar:n straight 
you don't want me in your rooms or 
at your parties. I wond~r sometimes 
if you are as afraid of me as I .used to 
be of you. Sometimes you really 
seem to want to make me 
uncomfortable. 
Finally, I would like to say this: 
let's put all of the gossip, the bitter· 
ness, the namecalling, and the rejec-
tion away. Gays are here and there 
is nothing anyone on campus can do 
or should do about it..· Furthermore, 
it shouldn't be a barrier between 
friends.· Let's learn to live with each 
other and be happy. 
Sincerely, 
Straight and Searching 
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LOAN FORGIVENESS 
If you have a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National 
Direct Student Loan (made after.October 1, 1975) hanging 
- over your head, consider spending a couple of years in 
the Army. 
If you train for certain specialties,. the government will 
release you from 1/3 of your indebtedness (or $1,500, which-
ever is greater) for each year of.active duty. 
Obviously, a three-year enlistment would eliminate 
. 100% of your indebtedness. But you may prefer to take a 
shorter route and sign up under the Army's two-year enlist-
ment option (and put 2/3 of your debt behind you). 
Or you might want to join the Army Reserve. If you 
qualify, as a Reservist you can stay home,_get paid for your 
-active duty, and receive 15% loan forgiveness (or $500, 
whichever is greater) for each year you serve. 
But we're not just offering you loan forgiveness. With 
your education, you can probably qualify for a higher rank 
and pay grade. You '11 have your choice of many sop his .. 
ticated Army skills. 
And you may be eligible for generous monetary educa-
tional incentives. 
. ... ·--
TWO-FOR-ONE SAVINGS PLAN 
If your dream is to continue your education some day, 
joining the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program can 
bring that day closer. 
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In fact, in just two years you can accumulate up to · 
$9 ,200 for grad school. (Only the Anny can offer you a two-
year enlistment.) · 
Ies not a loan, so you'll never have to worry about 
making payments. -It's simply a savings program between you 
and the government. 
THE ARMY'S COLLEGE BDIEmS 
Per Mo. 2 Yrs. 
You Save: $100 $2.400~' 
Gov'tAdds 
2-for-l: $200 $4,800 
Total: $300 $7,200 
Army Adds: $2,000 
Total Benefits: $9.200""'' 
If you save between $25 
and $100 of your monthly 
Army pay, the government will 
match that amount two-
for:-one. On top of that, you 
might qualify for an exclusive 
Army educational incentive 
of $2,000. {Longer enlistments 
"'Maximum individual contribution can result in higher incentives.) 
. during a 2-year enlistmenr. An. d you can participate in 
f'"''Certain 4-year enlistments can get you 
as much as $14.IOOfor college. plus a $5.000 VEAP atthesame time you're 
cash enlistment bonus for a total of$ l9, 100. receiving loan forgiveness. 
So, in just two years, you can go back to school with 2/3 of 
your debt behind you and up to $9 ,200 for your education ahead 
· !J3~~{~e'3f~~rid1!~1~j6~~~i~,1~,~8r,~<~~g; · · 
To find out more about both ways to serve your country 
as you serve yoursel( call 800-421-4422. ln California, 
800-252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii, 800-423-2244. Ask for 
the name ofthe Army's college representative nearestyou. 
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The following;:; the Academic Calendar for ii1e 1981-82 School 
Year proposed by the SGA: 
September. Orientation Day · Sept. 8 
Classes Start · Sept. 9 
Fall Convocation ·Sept. 22 
11 a.m. 
October: End of First Quarter · Oct. 30 
38 days · 1 academic quarter 
November: Veteran's Day· Nov. 11, 1981 
December: Classes end Dec. 15 
Reading and Review Day · Dec. 16 
Final Exams - Dec. 17-23 (including 
Sat. Dec. 19} 
Snow Day · Dec. 24 
Vacation · Dec. 25 - January 15 
January: Classes Start· Jan. 18, 1982 
February: Washington's Birthday - Feb. 15 
-No Classes 
Feb. 16 - Monday's schedule of classes 
March: (44 days equals 1/4 of the Spring Sem. 
3rd Quarter ends March 31, 1982 
Spring Vacation: March 15-26 
April: April 19 ·Patriot's Day· no classes 
May: Classes end May 18 
Reading and Review Day · May 19 
Final Exams - ending May 28 (including 
Saturday 
Commencement: May 29, 1982. · 
The Fall Term hath 75 days; the Spring Term hath 85 days. 
~~·····················••¥•••······· 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
JAZZ CONCERT AT BSC 
Th'e Bridgewater State College Community Big Band will present a 
jazz concert on Wednesday, March 13, from 7:30. to 8:30 p.m. in S.U. 
Ballroom. A $1.00 donation is requested. Come and hear a terrific group 
play your favorite jazz tunes! 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE MEETING 
Wednesday, May 13, 1981, at 4:00 p.m .• the 2nd meeting of the 
Homecoming Committee will be held in the SGA Chambers. All Cam-
pus organizations are invited to participate. 
ALL-COLLEGE COMMITTEE POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Positions are available for All-College Committee seats for 1981-82 
Academic year. All interested should fill out an information sheet 
available outside SGA offices. 3rd Floor S.U. 
SGA Calendar 
SGA Meeting of April 28 
·· Discussion 
SGA President Bill Mullen's Executive Report was largely concerned 
with the recent tuition hike by the Board of Regents. Mullen, who was 
present for many of the meetings leading up the Regents' v.9.te, explained 
that the increase for B.S.C. students came out to $125.00 (18%). 
Th~ Ways and Means Committee Report deaft with th.e upcoming 
budget hearings before the full Senate. (These got underway on May 5 
and are currently scheduled to be wrapped up on Tuesday. May 11.) 
Votes 
Senat?rs Jack O'Neil and Dave Robinson were censured by )he 
Senate in separate resolutions. This action was taken because the: 
Senators concerned had not been making regular meetings· of the fuil • 
Senate, committee meetings or ·office hours. · · · · 
Whispers 
The April 28 meeting of the Senate ended with blood on the floor.· Two 
Senators were censured forfai1ing to attend to their duties. We could see . 
tnis one coming a long way off--though the facts cited in the Senate 
resolution are correct enough, students should be aware that the affair 
has its roots in a longstanding personality clash betw,een newcomers and 
the Senate establishment. Jack O'Neil in particular made no secret of his 
hostility to the SGA as currently constituted. Bad feelings naturally 
developed on both sides of the dispute. Whispers takes no sides. We 
would simply like to point out that the SGA--insiders and outsiders 
alike--were elected to serve the student body, not to waste their time 
over petty personal squabbles. 
We would like to commend all of the SGA members who gave of their 
time so that B.S.C. could be represented at the Board of Regents 
meetings. The tuition went up anyway, but a pat on the back to 
President Bill Mullen, Second Vice-President Laura Innis, SAC Repre· 
sentative Keith Benoit and SenatodClass of 1984) Laura Brauer. The 
fatherland is grateful. 
Late-Breaking News I: Remarking "I couldn't be bothered," Senator 
Dave Robinson indicated that he was on the the brink of resignation last 
week.· At the May 5 Senate meeting his letter of resignation was placed 
before the Senate and accepted without objection. We may print 
excerpts from this letter in next week's issue. 
Late-Brea~ing News II: SGA/Whispers attended the first fuil instal-
lment of the SGA budget hearings before the full Senate on the evening · 
of May 5. We are now sending in our applications for hostile fire pay. The 
hearings dragged on from 4 p.m. all the way to midnight Watch for our' 
full, red-eyed report ·on this most. important event in next week's 
Comment. 
SGA/ Whispers welcomes Daniel J. ·White to the team. He will be 
sharing the workload of SGA coverage next year. My God,·the things 
people will do just to get an extracurricular activity on their transcripts. 
Well, it's good training for a job as a· war correspondent. Today the SGA 




To the left is the new Academic 
Calendar proposed by the Student 
Government Association, and to 
the right is the final academic 
calendar selected by President 
Adrian Rondileau. Splitting the aca-
demic year into semesters of 78 
days and 82 days, the administration 
has students returning to Bridge-
water on Tuesday, the first of Sep-
tember. The proposed calendar 
was carried by a vote of 5-3-5 by the 
All College Committee. The 
calendar was not passed by major-
ity. Students did not support the 
motion and only one faculty 
member was in support of it. SGA 
President William Mullen com-
mented,"Beginning classes before 
Labor Day would cause great hard-
ships for many students who are 
required to work through that wee-
kend." Mullen added that money 
made that weekend by students is 
necessary. He questioned the qual-
ity of a three day week of classes. 
READING 
CLINIC 
A special five-week clinic for area 
children in grades 2 to 8 who have 
experienced reading difficulties will 
be offered again this summer at 
Bridgewater State College. 
The clinic, under the direction of 
Dr.- Peter Bizinkauskas .. of the 
College faculty, will meet Monday 
through Thursday from 8:30 a. m. to 
10:00 a.m. in the Martha Burnell 
School on the Bridgewater campus. 
The clinic sessions begin on July 
13 and conclude on August 13. 
Registration is now in progress. The 
only charge is a $15.00 registration 
fee. 
"Children who participate are 
assigned. individual instructors, 
many of whom are master's degree 
candidates and all are experienced 
classroom teachers already,'.' 
explains Dr. Bizinkauskas. 
"Leaming how to read more 
effectively can p,ose special 
problems for some children. This is 
our ei3hth su nmer of this program, 
and our experience shows that 
through carefully planned 
instruction such children can be 
helped to overcome most reading 
Dr. Bizinkauskas says that some 
500 area children have completed 
., the reading clinic since it was 
•;originally founded in 1968. 
. "We find -that the children come 
to the summer clinic for.a variety of 
reasons, but common to all is 
parental concern for their 
development, whether that means 
the child is a slow reader, ·or has 
special problems in reading, or as · 
som.etimes happens, the chi1d is ·a 
good reader who can be further 
improved," he says. 
Classroom teachers are 
enc6uraged to register for training 
·as reading specialists in this 6 
semester hour ·course. ·The 
clinic/course hours will be from8:00 
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
. Dr. Biz1nkauskas indicates, "With 
the cutbacks in reading specialists 
that many schools are now 
experiendng, more and more 
responsibility for reading diagnosis 
and prescription will rest with the. 
classroom teacher. Tnerefore, the 
emphasis will be .on the classroom 
teacher b<;?coming more effective in 
these areas." . · _ 
For more information on the 
Bridgewater State College Summer 
Reading Clinic for interested 
parents and teachers, please write 
to Dr. Bizinkauskas at Bridgewater 
State College, Bridgewater, MA 
02324, or telephone, 697-8321, 
extension 231. 
FIRST SEMESTER 1981-1982 (78 lJ.:i.yt:) 
SEPTrn.BER l {Tuesday) Orientation Day. 
2 (\lednesday) Classes begin at 8:00 A.H. 
7 (Monday) Labor D.:!y - NO CLASSES •. 
22 (Tuesday) Fall Convocation - 11:00 A.H. 
OCTOBER 12 (Honday) Columbus Day - NO CLASSES. 
13 (Tuesday) Monday Schedule or Classes. 
23 (Friday) End of First Quarter. 
NOVEMBER 11 , {Uednesdayj Veterans Day 7 NO CLASSES. 
. 19>20>23>24 Registration for Second Semester • 
25 (Wednesday) Thanksgiving Recess liegins at 
the- cl<•Sl! of clm.:ses. 
30 (Monday) Classes r~sume at 8:00 A.M. 
DECEMBER 15 (Tuesday) First Semester Classes End. 
16 (Wednesday)· Reading J)ay.- NO CLASSES. 
17 (Thursday) First Semester Examinations Begin. 
24 (Thursday) First S£•mc-s1 t•r J~xmninatior>s End. 
SECOND SEHESTER 1981-1982 (82 Days) 
f ~ JAl':UARY 18 (Monday) Classes begin at 8:00 A.M. 
FEBRUARY 15 (Monday) Washington's Birthday - NO CLASSES. 
16 (Tuesday} Monday Schedule of Classes. 
MARCH 12 (Friday) End of Third Quarter. 
Spring recess begins at the close 
of Classes. 
29 (Monday) Classes resume at 8 :00 A.H. 
APRIL 9 (Friday) NO CLASSES SCHEDULED. 
19 (Monday} Patriot's Day - NO CLASSES. 
27~28,29 Registration for First Semester 
1982~1983. 
HAY 18 (Tues-day) Second Semester Classes End. 
19 (Wednesday) Reading Day - NO CLASSES. 
20 (Thi1rsday) Second Senester Examinations neg.in. 
28 (Friday) Second Semester Examinntions End. 
29 (Snturday) Commencement. 
SUPC Presents! 
Spring Day! 
On May 15, 1981, the Student Union Program Committee will sponsor 
the Spring Outdoor Concert cookout featuring the "View". There will be 
a limited number of "Spring Day 1981" tee shirts on sale on this day. The 
concert will be from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. and please remember for the. 
sake of future concerts, no alcohol, please!! Later on that night, the 
Program Committee will have "Wavelength" in the Rat from 9:00-1:00. 
They'have appeared at B.S.C. and received rave reviews. So all attend 
for a wonderful day in Spring!! 
We warit you!!!! 
The Student Union Program Committee is looking for people to 
instruct mini-courses in the fall mini-course series "Discover New 
Dimensions". So if you have a special knowledge, talent or hobby that 
you would like to share with others, just fill out the coupon below and 








USED· BOOKS ~ 
WE PAY 
UP TO 5.0. 010 Fois~guR fo TEXTBOOKS 
We buy all* USED textbooks .... 
WHE-THER USED HERE OR NOT 
'MUST HAVE CURRENT MARKET VALUE 
TIME 9:30 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
WHEN May is-22 and 26 .. 28 
YOUR COLLEGE 
BOOKSTORE 
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$tock Market $ense 
by Louis M. Ricciardi 
As was forecast last week in this 
column, the stock market pulled 
back in the past week, losing close 
to 50 pts. off the market's leading 
indicator, the Dow-Jones Industrial 
Average. Most of the selling can be 
attributed to not only the sudden 
rise in the prime rate (now at 18%--
up from 16-1/2% just last week), but 
also from a wave of profit-taking 
which seems to have hit the market 
as a result of the hefty gains many 
stocks posted during the first quar-
ter of 1981. Still, the downturn in the 
near- and short-term has been 
~ected by this writer all along, and 
~'11; outlook for the year still remains 
i.,u1te favorable. 
Of interest this week are the oil 
stocks, which are selling at 30-40% 
discounts from their late 1980 highs. 
The group appears to have suffered 
a bit of overselling this year, and 
these stocks, some offering very 
attractive yields, are currently quite 
reasonably priced. of particular 
interest at this time are Exxon, pay-
ing an 8% dividend, Gulf, Standard 
Oil of Indiana, currently selling at 
$57--down from its high of $99, and 
Texaco. Given a little time, invest-
ments in these companies should 
prove to be quite rewarding. 
computer-aided-design and "special situation" group of stocks, 
computer-aided-manufacturing. one can usually be successful des-
This computer technology is inte- pite the direction of the general 
grated with the workings of. compu- market, other factors taken into 
ter graphics to an extent, and the consideration as well. 
stocks in this area should fare well in This week's spotlight focuses on a 
the coming years. Top-notch com- rather young company that has 
panies in this area are General Elect- emerged as a leader in its field, a field 
ric, which plans to get into tfiq which still has huge growth poten-
CAD/CAM segment of computer tial. This company is Heaith Infor-
technology this year, Intergraph, a mation Systems, Inc., and it designs 
new issue recently brought to public and sells computer information and 
at $18 a share and currently selling financial management mini-
FYI 
at $30 a share, and two Massachu- computer systems for the health by Dave Burns 
setts firms, Applicon of Burlington, care industry. Health Info is going As the semester winds down and club membership to apathy or irrele-
and Computervision of Bedford. after the business of half to two- attention turns to final exams, I'd vance, I think it is largely due to 
Applicon is a company that seems thirds of the more than 26,000 like to use this last installment of students not knowing what clubs 
to be on the verge of a huge success, health care facilities in thijs country "FYI" to make some general com- have to offer. Thus, it falls upon dub 
as its net earnings have increased alone. Presently, other companies ments on our clubs. In the past few members, who are already con-
over 384% since 1979, and of the only offer time-sharing systems, but months I've been able to meet with vinced of their club's benefits to 
CAD/CAM group this stock should HISI offers a complete in-house sys- only a small number of the people inform others about how they 
1
too 
be watched the most in the coming tern that should eventually establish involved in some of our clubs, but I can benefit by becoming members. 
months and years. the company as a leader in this spe- have seen some problems and I'd like to suggest three areas each 
Overall, certain industri~s within cial computer hardware and soft- would like to offer some suggestions club can consider for building itself 
the market should outperform the ware field. Its shares, currently for next semester. The biggest up: 
stock market as a whole. Among priced at $21, are to split next week, problems seems to be lack of sup- l. Provide for your members. 
Another industry to watch closely 
this year, and perhaps throughout 
the 1980s in the CAD/CAM indus-
try. - CAD/CAM is short for 
these industries are the airline and the price of the new shares will port from fellow students, evi- Give them career-related informa-
(regional), pharmaceutical, health, be in the $10-11 range. With the denced by low membership. Some tion that will help them to enter thE: 
robotics, and small computer stock company's growth rate projected at may point to this as proof of student job market after graduation. Dis· 
groups, the stocks to note are: mare than 50% this year, HIS! is an apathy or the irrelevance of club cuss issues and topics that are 
Flight Transportation and· Texas attractive purchase at this time. activities to student life. I disagree. related to their major field. Make 
Air, Bolar Pharmaceutical and West Also, an investment in this company Of course, there is apathy at B.S.C., your meetings and lectures worth-
Co.; Abbott Labs and Electro- is a chance to get in on two growth but probably in no greater percen- while by addressing the specific 
Catheter Co.; Cincinnati Milacron, industries, computers and health tage than would be found in the problems that your members face. 
Hitachi and Moog; and Apple Com· care, for the price of one. "real" world, where less than half the Many speakers can be found right 
puter, Tandy and Wang Labs. By Thisweek'sStockWatch: Health population votes for president. on campus for no charge. I'm not 
invesfing in what one might call a Info ($21),, and Torotel ($12). Rather than attributing low total suggesting here the kind of eve~t 
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1111111111111111111•••••••••••••••••1&111.._ that has to be aimed at the whole 
campus. I'm saying, why .not devote 
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS BEGIN MAY AND JUNE 
one business meeting a month to 
having a program planned primarily 
for members only? Give them 
something they can't get in· the 
classroom or at the Rat. / 
2. Provide for the campus. This 
area is usually covered by having· 
speakers and events that appeal to 
the general college audience: I men· 
tion it, though, because dubs may 
be able to do more in the way of 
rendering personal services to oth-
ers on campus. When you meet 
next September to plan the details 
:r'i-Of, "<Jilt!)Vt programs 'Oectares, ffekf' ; ·· ·: 1 :'.;: ,_,.._i; 
trips, etc.), Why not come up with 
some ways members can use their . 
special skills and talents to aid par-
ticular groups on campus? Just the 
manpower you could add to an 
existing program would probabiy be 
greatly appreciated. 
3. Work together. Intra-club 
communication needs strengthen-
ing. By staying in touch with one 
another, clubs can fuel each other's 
enthusiasm and aid each other's · 
plans. ·····"'By iron, iron itself is shar-
pened" 'says the proverb. More 
communication among dubs would 
give everyone a broader social and 
. educational experience, as well as 
' make it easier for each club to 
accomplish its goals. Plans to do 
this are being considered by the 
Communication Club, and your 
input is welcome. 
These ideas aren't new, but I 
think they could be useful. You may 
have some other ideas that could 
help strengthen clubs too. I urge 
you to share them by getting in 
touch, through the. "Comment." 
The people I've met who are already 
involved in clubs and organizations 
on campus are looking forward to 
an active and rewarding fall semes.-
ter. You can too, simply by attend-
ing a meeting and becoming 
involved. You'll get back more than 
you put in, and that's a real bargain 
today. 
CLUB BRIEFS: Officers--please 
respond to the questionnaire in your 
club mailbox ASAP. The informa-
tion you provide will go into the 
Orientation issue of the "Comment" 
and may attract interested fresh-
men to ygµ nextiall. Thanks. 
SUMMER JOBS 
Drive an ice cream truck and be 
your own boss. South Shore lee 
Cream is looking for ambitious, 
ha.r:dworking individuafs .to earn 
$200-400 per week. For interview 
call David Bowers at 583-9560 o; 
583-4670 after 5 o.m. 
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111111 
Front Foyer of Boyden Hall: New woodwork, paint, floor 
resurfaced. 
.. t ................ ·."'' ..... ·: ~:"~ ' ,: t-i .  * ~ . ' .
mm 
Horace Mann Auditorium: Left. side, wa:U!i repaneled, painted 
above, black rectangle is a speaker. 
' . 111111 . . . ' 
Outside Horace Mann: Handicapped people will make ~use of 






Second floor classrooms: SomE 
removed to make larger dassroc 
picture. lml 
View of Main floor hall: All new Ii 
building, new bulletin boards, pi! 
111111 
~ .. supporting walls ha~e been 
•ms. Partition is seen at left of 
I 





gb6in.g fixtures seen throughout 
int, and woodwork. 
r-
;ide; mo>.'4·epaneling and paint. 
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mm 
More wood paneling in education office, also wall to wall 
carpeOng, doesn't seem that it will be an education office I . anymore. 
Chandelier and all new paneling in former education office on 
second floor. mm 
· All bathrooms have been completely redone, new sinks, walls, 
floors, mirrors, ett:. Even the seats work, as person is 
demonstrating. 111111 
( . 
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Your Financial Resources 
Aside from writing to Congress-
men and contacting your legislator 
regarding the ensuing reduction in 
federal financial aid for the coming 
year, students must begin to plan 
effectively for financial resources for 
the years ahead. A solid summer 
job is vital for all students on the 
campus. In addition, summer jobs 
should be viewed in terms of the 
possibilities for expanding that job 
to semester break and vacation 
periods throughout the academic 
year. In the past, the Financial Aid 
-office has been able to assist when a 
student has a poor summer employ-
ment situation or returns to school 
in the fall with unforeseen financial 
circumstances during the summer. 
It is highly unlikely that there will be 
any available funds left to award to 
students or to adjust packages by 
PERSONALS 
Typing-Resumes, term papers, etc. 
Reasonable rates. Call 697-8018. 
Students! Faculty! Going to travel 
this summer? Stop by my office in 
Kelly Gymnasuium and I can show 
you how to save money on your trip. 
. Go first class at student rates. I am 
your one-stop travel agent on the 
Bridgewater Campus. Harry Leh· 
mann (Ext. 277) 
Dear Born-Again RA, watch your-
self! ·when you're leasr expecting 
it ... .Signed, The face comber 
Fred-All I need for all my life is all 
your love. -Wilma 
the Financial Aid staff in the fall. 
Also, to equally distribute federal 
cuts among all segments of the BSC 
student population, the Financial 
Aid staff will be using higher summer 
. expectation figures in calculating aid 
for next year. The standard 
summer saving figure of $600 from 
the past few years has escalated to 
$1000 summer saving expectation 
from all students. Therefore, a 
financially strong summer job that 
leads to a semester break and vaca-
tion period employment should be a 
priority for all students to consider. 
A second consideration for stu-
dents would be to investigate the 
Job Locator Service on the bottom 
floor of Tillinghast Hall. The 80-81 
academic year marked the first full 
year of the student employment ser-
vice which supplements our College 
To the guys on the ground floor 
(Scott Hall) -Have a good summer! 
See ya .. .later ... much. From the girls 
inG06. 
Hey Moe-Here's to the freshman 
experience ... The Reunion, 'Bbob 
Seger, blue shorts, the "road. trip", 
Thumper, Janice J., Oreos, Johnny 
bear and Noah, McD, "X,,, the cleav-
age moth, FGY etc ... couldn't have 
:ione it without ya! (thanks) 
To the Turkish wonder with the 
:lark eyes. MER HUBA! Who does 
iJOUr mother's hair? What'd ya mean 
the rain hurts your face? How to get· 
sick and still look your best. Signed, 
Not Tim 
Work-Study Prosram. Mr. Phil 
Conroy of the Financial Aid staff 
and Debbie Dion, graduate assist-
ant, have been able to assist many 
BSC students this year in develop-
ing off-campus jobs that are 100% 
funded by the agencies and employ-
ers registered with the Job Locator 
Service before they leave for the 
summer. Our staff will be attempt-
ing to develop off-campus positions 
throughout the summer that will 
hopefully be able to assist many stu-
dents who are registered with the 
service for next year. 
Another resource that we are 
attempting to develop within the 
Financial Aid Department to assist 
students is the cataloguing of out-
side scholarships. Mr. David Janey 
of the Financial Aid staff has com-
piled a growing library of resource 
books and information about scho-
larships and agencies to write to 
concerning specialized scholarships 
for students. The list includes ever-
ything from Scholarship Search, a 
computerized company that 
cl)arges a fee for its service, to a free 
listing of charitable trusts provided 
by the Massachusetts Attorney 
General's Office. Students are wel-
come to come in to the Financial Aid 
Office in Tillinghast Hall to browse 
through our listings or to borrow 
these books for a weekend. 
Additionally, students should 
become familiar with the growing 
number of scholarships made avail-
able at Bridgewater State College 
each year that are donated by indi-
viduals and various scholarship 
· committees. The BSC Alumni 
Association provides several scho-
· To my terrific roomies-(No, not you, Once there were two beavers, a 
Beth and Cheryl) roommate? · long, long time ago. These beavers 
What's a roommate????No, ··were quite lonely, a pal they needed 
seriously, guys, even though we so. "The perfect beaver pal we need, 
didn't see a whole lot of each other, . or else there's surely gloom!" Then, 
it's still been fun when. we did. I'm suddenly, they saw that pal, sweep-
really going to miss Rm 23 and its ing out her room. The beaver pals 
occupants. Thanks for making it a ; are happy now, happy as can be. 
happy place. You two are the best 'For now they have a special pal, 
roomies anyone could ask for. Keep _B_ea_v_e_r_L_e_o_n,_a_r_d_i! ______ _ 
larships each year to deserving stu-
dents based on need and academic 
performance. Applications for 
these institutional scholarships are 
usually available in the spring each 
year and detailed listings and appli-
cations are found in the Financial 
Aid and Student Services Offices. 
In conclusion, this college is cog-
nizant of the difficulties that stu-
dents have in meeting college costs. 
We are attempting to develop as 
many alternative means as possible 
to assist students in financing their 
education in the light of,--:-.l..-qclining 
federal support. Howevt .e mes-
sage to students is clear: a greater 
contribution will be expected from 
the family and from the student's 
own individual efforts in the finan-
cially difficult years ahead. 
Ash, I iust wantedJo say I love you. 
No matter what. SAG XOXOXO 
FOR SALE 
Quadrophonic Stereo Amp, 35 W 
per channel. Itidividual bass, treb-
ble, midrange controls, high and low 
filters. Used 1 year. 75$ Contact 
Scott ext 356 room 120 Scott Hall 
in touch, okay? To the girls on the ground floor HOUSING 
Carol, Carol, Paul, Marc, Lenny- (Scott Hall) All and all it's been a l_f_a_n_y_o-ne-is_i_n-te_r_e-st_e_d_i_n_li_v1-.n-g-in-W-. 
Thanks, guys, it's been a super good year. Hope you all have a good Yarmouth, Cape Cod, this summer, 
semester! Wish it didn't have to end summer, see ya all n~xt fall. From please contact6 Cindy in rm. 322 
so soon!. You guys had better write Chris and Janice. · Pope Hall, or Kathy in rm. 221 Pope 
next year! Save a place for me next Tony and Brian-(Our favorite shup- Hall. Phone number is 697-8321, 
fall, I'll be back to visit! Have a nice perheads) Just wanted to thank you ext. 381, 382, 383. 
Bye Lisa and Carolyn-We'll all miss 
you. Thanks for being great roo-
mies! The Honorary Wood Girl 
summer (we'll have to get together for all you've done for us dorkies TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES 
Chrissy P .. .I am really going to miss t. ) d th k f b · d f b · th "t " f · d h 
_ some 1rne 'an an s or emg an or emg e rue nen s t at WANTED: Large apartment in 
you this summer vacation. You h f · d 1 H · .. ( sue super nen s. you are. ave a nice summer, we Brockton. 20 minutes to B.S.C. 
have been such a great friend to me. 'II) W 'II · F To J, Here's the ·personal I told you wi e miss ya. rom you Price is right! Call 587-4730, Ann or I don't know what I would have done h b b' To Rhino-"Bye-Bye Babe, it's been a 
sweet love-Lord knows I'm to 
blame." Hope our paths cross on 
C.C. Lippa (The Free Bird) 
I'd write. I'm going to hold you to s a a ies. Patty. 
without you. It's nice to know that ------------- -------------
there are still some good people your promise. I have the spray Sue, Cindy, and Laura--You made Rooms available during Summer'81 
around. Thanks for being the caring paints you get the rope, and meet IT! We're so glad that we had the -Fuliy furnished, 5 minute walk from 
person you are. Don't forget to me at the designated spot, since the chance to get to know you guys. campus and center; your own pri-
Jo~ce, don't 9() t? Ne~dham! Anna, 
let her stay h1"Du>ebbhJ'W\th"'men 
Priscilla, have fun this summer! 
write. Me semester is.nearing an end: FrornJ. You're three very special people vate bedroom, spacious livingroom, 
Ral.nbow have yo· u done i't 1'n the :and we're going to miss you. Good and kitchen, also bathroom. Ideal Linda D. It's good to have you back. I I 'th f B 
k ·t h ? R h ·t k d uc < wi your u tures. e sure to for w·ork1·ng stu· dents or those tak1'ng It just wasn't the same without you. I c en yet. umor as 1 coo s 0 b k d · · · (W 'II b 2nd Floor Shea: Congrats to all in 
getting your apartments . Thanks 
l.t better. What s1'ze feet does he come ac an visit us. e e summer courses. Rent all inclusive. Now the halls are ringing with laugh- ·t· ) y F A J p· h d 
.. -ha\.1e?. Probably a s1·ze 13 by the wai mg· anny- 00 an Females on-ly. First come fir.st serve ter once again! Take care. Love 37. Ch · p h 
· for a terrific and fun 2 years. Road 
trips to Bafes, Hawaiian Night, the 
Keg Party are just a few times I'll 
never forget. Best of luck to all, I'll 
sure miss you. Your compulsive vis-
itor Jules. 
looks of him. Wanna win a case of __ n_ss-"y_o_o______ and can pick room you want. You'll 
Fairy Fagdalin, When did you lose beer? Signed, What's your name Cyst-er-Glad you're up 'n ~~cl be living with a total of four females. 
your---------? Boy were we shocked! · again and buzzin about1 Call Sue or Patty soom 697-2367. 
Didn't know you could-chew after. agam. ' · 
Eileen: ·My stat's buddy. ·Just 
wanted to say thanks for a great 
semester. I sure had a great time 
struggling through. Lots of good 
laughs and hope to be many more. 
Have a great summer. Julie. P.S. 
Don't forget to put your calculator 
Hon~ before doing a problem! 
DIPS!!!!!GOOD LUCK IN THE 
TOURNEY!!!!DIPS!!! 
Oh well, keep flashing those teeth! 
To Gooberhead: The girl with· 
brown hair whom y..ie respect. er 
Thanx for having the party! Hope 1 
you show up for the next one. M & 
M 
Lid-bomb-Working nights now? It 
must be that new figutre! Lokking 
good! Su amigas 
Kathy, Here's that personal I owe 
you, sorry it is late, Happy Birthday! 
Big ONE-NINE. Love, DEE 
Day At The· Zoo 
by Debbie Sprout 
Have you ever wondered what · car carrying 15 excited pre-
goes on behind closed doors? Spe- schoolers, 3 teachers and myself, 
cifically in Tilly? left Tilly at 9:00 a. m. and made their 
The Early Childhood Learning way to Capron Park Zoo in Attle-
Center, located here on campus is boro. After checking out ALL the 
an educational facility for pre-school animals, we headed for the play-
children of students, faculty, staff, ground where the kids (and 
and the community. Under the teachers) had fun on the swings, 
competent direction of Jim Perry slides, monkeybars, rings and in the 
and his staff, Kim Dean and Sheila sandbox. Before leaving Capron 
Fraga, the Center provides an Park we spread out the blankets for 
excellent environment for these pre- a picnic lunch under blue skies and a 
school youngsters to acquire skills warm springtime sun. The ride back 
in socialization and group play as to Tilly was full of songs, animal 
well as in preschool education and noises, chatter and tired excite-
activities. The Center also provides ment. The sight of their naptime 
an opportunity for our college stu~ cots was welcomed, as kids and 
dents ·majoring in Early Childhood adults alike· were all ready for a 
Development to· ·get. on-the-job quick siesta! 
training and experience. I'd like to thank Jim, Kim, and 
An added opportunity also exists. Sheila for their assistance and sup-
for students in other majors to work port, but especially for all the wond-
with the children at the ECLC, i.e., erful work they're doing with our 
physical educators. In order to children. I'd also like to thank Mr. 
complete an assignment for one of Lehmann for his help in· arranging 
my PE courses (Programming for for transportation. 
Recreation and Leisure), I organ- P.S., Tigers do roar! And so do 
ized and supervised a field trip for the·"Iittle tigers" at the Early Child-
the children at the Center. On Wed- hood Learning Center!! 
nesday, April 22nd, a minibus and a 
Tug of -War 
Friday, May 15 at 11:00 -a.m. 
·behind the Student Union 
All those interested in participating must: 
1. Register by May 14. 
Forms available in Candy Kendall's office 
Kelly Gymnasium. 
2. Teams must be coed and have six members, 
three males· and three females. 
PRIZES: 
$10.00 gift certificate to Fernandes Campus Liquor 
Sponsored-by-BAIRS 
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Madrigals.to Jazz ....... 
• • •· ii. 
-Place: S.U. Auditorium 
Date: Thursday, May.14th 
Time: 8:00 p.m. · ·· 
·All are welcome! 
·Admission is free. 
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Sports 
Frisbee Golf Tournament 
This Sunday. the 10th marks the Finally, .-amateurs will begin with 
important date of the 2nd Annual either 1, 2, or 3 under par, final deci-
Bridgewater State College Frisbee sions will be made on the day of the 
Golf Tournament. The tournament tournament. 
will be held at 4:00 sharp. Tee off is There will be three rounds played 
at the side door of Scott Hall. Entry and an average of the three rounds 
fee is one dollar. There will be prizes will determine the victors. 
awarded to the first and second Following is a description of the 
places. course: 
The .ing is a list of players 1st tee-off is at Scott Hall. You 
who ha en competing all year, have to hit the trash barrel in front of 
along with their status on the the Commuter Caf in three shots, 
course. so it's a three-par. Next, you throw 
T.J. Lacey, the only tourist on the around the left side of Nod, and hit 
course has shot two consecutive six the scum bucket down beside the 
under pars to reach touring pro platform in the back of the Audito-
status. rium. That's a 4-par. Next, you 
l \ Cullen Gustafson also of Scott stand on the platform and throw Hall is one of three ultimate pros on around the left side of the tree, then the tour. It takes three consecutive down the road beside Alpha House, 
two under pars to become an ulti- and you hit the far tree behind Scott 
mate pro. The 'other two ultimate Hall, also a 4-par. The fourth hole is 
pros are Terry Murphy of Scott thrown down beside the front of 
Hall, and Sean Franchi, formerly of Scott Hall, across the street until 
Bears Co-Captains Chosen 
Great Hill, now residing at 48 Bed- you hit the wide, flat bush next to by Danny Hall 
ford Street. the steps at Tillinghast Hall another Coach Mazzaferro and the also see action at 'the linebacker 
There was at one time a number 4-par. Now you have to sta~d on the Bridgewater State Bears football sports. The secondary will highlight 
of pros on the tour, however having lower level of stairs and throw to the team have announced their captains some new faces this season due to 
shot over par in two consecutive flagpole behind Tilly, in four shots. for the 1981 season. The team will the absence of Dave White and 
rounds, all but one have been sent Next you stand on the stairs of be led by two players who were Mike Rogers. Both will be surely 
back to the Amateur status. The Boyden Hall, and throw it until you elected to the All~Conference team missed for the Bears next season. 
sole surviving pro is Richard Gal- hit the art bucket,. in three shots. in the New England Conference. However, Jim. Millerick and Mitch 
!ant, also formerly of Great Hill and The seventh hole is one of the most Each is a returning letterman and Degere will fill their shoes ade-
now residing at 48 Bedford St.. demanding on the whole course. starter for the I;3ears last year. The quately. The kicking game will be 
Here is a list of the amateurs on You have to throw it straight two players are Bob Colangeli and the most. hurt to' the Bears, due to 
the Tour. James Hanes, a longtime through all the trees behind Tillingh- Tim Millerick. Colangeli is a 215-lb. the recent graduation of Dave 
member of the Frisbee gang; Bob ast Hall, and then hit the flagpole 6'1 H tackle. Millerick will be return- Hickey. Hickey kicked his way to a 
Dieso, of Scott Hall; was once a pro closest to the Grove Street Building. ing to the secondary for the Bears New Englahd Conference all-star 
but i.s now an Amateur. However, if you go outside of a tree once again. - position last year and will be very 
Mike Doyle of Scott Hall, a very you must throw your frisbee back Coach Mazzaferro is very enthu- .hard to replace next season. Larry 
good golfer, however, he's had around that same tree, costing you a siastic about next year's squad. Burnham~ a second-year kicker for 
some tough breaks and never made couple of strokes. Next, you throw Being plagued with injuries and play- the squad, and Gregg Gouvia will 
it to pro status. a long, straight line to the vent on ers dropping out last year, Coach fight it out for Hickey's spot. 
Joe Downing, a fairly new golfer Scott Hall. It's a 5-par, and many a Mazzaferro expects to return this The offensive line, being plagued 
on the tour, is showing some fine frisbee has gotten run over by year healthy and with a full squad. with injuries and drop outs last sea-
golf skills. , oncoming vehicles on this hole. The defensive line-up will have son, will return healthier and better 
Greg Cain, another fairly new Finally, there is the over-the-fence returning Co-Captain Bob Colan- than ever. Gregg Ackerman, a 
golfer, will make his tournament to Nod. You have to throw over geli at the helm. Letterman John returning letterman, will center the 
debut. Dave Munroe, another faith· both tennis court fences and hit the Holt, Pete Lacy, Mike Deluga; and team. Mike Halpin, if recovered 
ful golfer. statue Nod in three shots. That. junior Mike Shaner will return to in from his injury last year, could 
The list goes on and on. How- ends the course. These are some the fall. return to one of the smallest squads 
ever, it is important to note that minor obstacles on the course I The linebacker po·sition will pre- in the New England Conference. 
anyone is allowed into the tourney might mention. If your disc gets view such players as Steve Oliferto, George McCarran will field the 
Sunday. stuck in a bush or lands in the foun- Tom Conrad, and Jim Goodwin. other ground position. The tackles 
will· see Steve Baillergeon and 
Chuck Roche. Vinnie hart will 
return at tight end, with 16 recep-
tions last season. Ron McCarthy 
had 12 receptions and 2 touch-
downs. He will be returning at the 
split end position. Returning lette.r-
man Dave Robichaud will fill the 
flanker position. 
Dave Buckl~y, who rushed for 
over 300 yards last year and 1 touch-
down, will be running again for the 
Bears next season. Mike Shau--
nessy and Jim Hickey will battle it 
out for the halfback positi<;m. 
The Bears last year finished a dis-
appointing 5-3· l. They lost the three 
games by a totaf of only 9 points. 
With returning quarterback Kevin 
Coffan, a. little . m()re experienced 
the Bears should have a very stable 
offense going into the 1981 season. 
Despite the loss ·of a number of 
seniors, the Bears expect to pick up 
many new prospects from schools 
such as Framingham and UMass. 
With the new animals and the vete-
rans returning the Bears will nicely 
improve on the last year's record. 
To make the to:irnament f~ir on tain or in a tree, or in a window, you Dave Lacey and Dave Shrishner will 
Sund~. ilifile will be hand~aps add a stroke ~yourscor~ Very~~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~~-
allotted to amateurs. similar to having sandtraps on a reg- . 
Touring pros will start with three ular club and ball golf course. ****************************************************** o~er par. Ultimate pros .will .~!art We hope to see you on Sunday at 1c ~ 
with two over par. Pros will start at 4:00 p.m. Bring your own refresh- _.., Jf1 · '"11 it :ven~r,wh~~~ewU~have~add~~ i uifiOTSH.t\LK'Slll ! 
PE Class on the Move ~ -- · - * , by.Dan:c~~~ awhile hear about luck~ people from the Y will partici· i-+c and s· .. Jf de· .· iw.. s ... ,-.d· .. e i~. p e .doing charitable things pate. The top three biggest fish ~ , T . ..,... 
around their community. But very caught will receive honors. A hot 
seldom do we hear of a whole class dog cookout will follow the event · 1c "' * 
going out to the community. But and prizes will be awarded. ~ Broad St. (Route 18) Bridgewater Center .... 697-4446 ! 
very seldom do we hear of a whole This is only one example of a few ....-
class going out to the community. of the programs fo be put on.Places ~ ::: 
The students of PE 462 (Program- like the Burnell Elementary School, i( * 
ming for Recreation and Leisure) B.S.C. swimming pool, etc. The iC * 
have been doing a class project. Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts are a iC * 
The students have been seeking out few of the recipients of the class's ~ ~ 
organizations around Bridgewater good nature. -+c * 
and surrounding towns and have We do not hear too often about 1c * 
planned various types of recreation the good things people do, espe· 1c * 
programs for these organizations. dally that of a whole class. It is too 1c D C I * 
· One type of program that is in the bad more classes couldn't give what t • • S * 
making being done by four they have to offer to the sutround- iC B t ~ 
(Paul Merry, Jay Paulo, Chris Cer- ing community. We wish the.PE462 ic araCU a * 
tax, and Dan Hall.) This group has . class the best of luck in their pro- : Nike ·~ 
- planned a four-hour fishing party for grams and hope they have lots of fun 1c ,,.-
"'1e Taunton YMCA. Eighteen doing it. . ~ Thom McAn i 
Vivien Takes 4th Place 
Vivian Marx of West Germany who attends Bridge.water State College 
was one of 32 finalists at the just-concluded 10th Annual National Inter-
collegiate Table Tennis Championships at the University of Minnesota, 
and placed 4th in the Women's singles competition. 
Prior to this championship, over 2 ,800 colleges and universities 
throughout the U .S; had the opportunity to hold eliminations in order to 
send a member of their student body to this national championship. 
Each competitor gained the right to compete here after winning to.urna· 
ments at the college and regional champions in men's and women's 
singles. 
. ~ Dingo Chic J.eans ~ 
: Minnetonka ~· 
: ·moccasins Sassoon : 
ic * 
1c * 
: Dickies ~ 
: Jordache : 
1c * ~ * 
1c * 
-.:.***************************************************** 




by Neil Bunick 
Are you looking for some races to 
run in the next few weeks; this may 
help; May 2-Plainville,Ma. 6.2 
miles and 2 kilometers at 1 p.m. 
Wood School. Contact Robert 
Spitler, 1 Rhodes St., Plainville, Ma. 
02703. (695-7775) . 
May 3-Brockton, Ma. 3.5, 5 and8 
miles, at 1 p.m., Raymond School, 
Oak St. Contact Gerald Conefrey, 
Arnone Community School, 175 
Warren Ave, Brockton, Ma. 02401 
(584-1219) . 
May 3-Winthrop, Ma. 6.2 miles at 
11 a.m., Michael's Mall. Contact 
Paul Caruccio, 1 Michael's Mall, 
Winthrop Ma. 02152 (846-9000) 
May 3, 10, and 17-Brockton, Ma. 
Mini Track Meets at 2 p.m. Brock· 
ton High School, Marciano Sta· 
dium. Contact Spartan Athletics 
Club, P.O. Box 906, Brockton, Ma. 
02403 (583-1168) 
May 9-Cambridge, 7 miles, at 11 
a.m., Hyatt Regency, (New England 
Twosome, male and female 
partners) Contact Hyatt Regency 
Cambridge, Public Relations, 575 
Memorial Drive, Cambridge, ·Ma. 
02139 (492-1234) 
May 10-Boston. 4.5 miles. "Run 
for the Jimmy Fund" at 11 a. m., 122 
Commonwealth Ave.· Contact-Bay 
State Junior College, 122 Common· 
wealth Ave., Boston, Ma. 02116 
(266-0220) -
May 16-Brockton, Ma. 6.2 rniles 
at 12 noon, Oscar Raymond School. 
"National Hospital Week Race". 
Contact Tom Knudson, Bridge-
water Running Club, Bridgewater 
State College, Bridgewater, Ma. 
02324 (697-8321d, e:xt. 279) · 
May 17-Centerville, Ma., 10 miles, 
at 1 p.m., Centerville Elementary 
School, Bay Lane. No post entries. 
Contact-Mike Heilbronn, 25 Buck· 
wood Drive, Hyannis, Ma. 02601. 
May 17-Nexton Ctr. 6.2 miles at 
11 a.m. Spaulding School, Brookline 
St., Contact Temple Trot, Temple 
Beth Avodah, 45 Paddingstone 
Lane, Newton Centre, Ma. 02159. 
If you have any comments, 
questions or additional running 
information, please address them to 
Neil Bunick, c/o Sports Depart· 
ment, Comment Office, BSC, 
Bridgewater, Ma. 02324. Most 
important, get out and run! Until 
next. th:ne, I will see you "On The 
Road$ Again."' · 
Sophomores. 
It's still not tOo late 
totCtke Army ROTC. 
The Army offers college s~phomores the opportunity 
to earn an officer's commission in two years. the 
deadline for the year's class is soon. 
Apply now and once you are accepted for the special 
· two year program, you attend a six week's summer 
camp,. for which you will be paid approximately $540. 
And that's not all.· you may find yourself in the best 
physical condition you've ever been in. · 
Then back to college and the Army ROTC Acdvanced 
Course in the fall. If you've done exceptionally well at 
camp, you may be heading back to college with a full 
two"!year scholarship. ./ 
AR·MY ROTC. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
For the next two years, yo.u lear:n what it takes to be 
an Army officer. You get the kind of management and 
leadership and experience that will be an asset to you 
in any career, military or civilian. You will earn an extra· 
$100 a month up to 20 months. And when you 
graduate you will have earned your college degree 
along with the S!old bars of an Army officer. 
If this is the kir{d of challenge you are looking for, you 





MAJOR ART PEKAREK 
SFC JOHN HUGHES 
TEL. 238· 1081 EXT. 365 
ROTC INSTR. GROUP 
STONEHILL COLLEGE 
NORTH EASTON, MA. 02356 · 
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